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l0phtcrack is an alternative to ophcrack. it attempts to crack windows passwords from hashes. for cracking passwords, it uses windows workstations, network servers, primary domain controllers and active directory. it also uses dictionary and brute-force attacks for generating and guessing passwords. it was acquired
by symantec and discontinued in 2006. later, l0pht developers again reacquired it and launched l0phtcrack in 2009. forensic folder cleaner and forensics cleaner are freeware tools that are created to recover deleted files. this application features a scan mode, which can delete all the junk from your computer, and a

recover mode, which scans the drive for deleted files and recovers them. using this software, you can find files that have been deleted, but cannot be found. awarded as the best free software available today, macranger is a highly efficient software that optimizes the performance of your mac. it’s an all-in-one system
optimization, security, and privacy tool that detects, blocks, and stops malicious software, including spyware, adware, keyloggers, trojans, and many more. system restore is a feature that allows you to go back to the status that your computer was in at a specific time, if your computer stops working normally. this

software is helpful in situations such as when your computer restarts unexpectedly or when you’ve accidentally deleted files, accidentally formatted your drive, or accidentally overwrote your partition. when you send a message to someone using email, the message is encrypted, which means that only the intended
recipient can read it. the same thing happens when you call someone over the phone. if you use the same number, no one else can hear you. this kind of privacy is called confidentiality. on the other hand, if you encrypt a message, only the intended recipient can read it.
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